Novel drug delivery of dual acting prodrugs of hydroxychloroquine with aryl acetic acid NSAIDs: Design, kinetics and pharmacological study.
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic autoimmune disease characterized by restricted movements of joints of hand, feet, elbow, knees and neck but principally the synovial joints. Though etiopathology is not exactly known, treatment paradigms are evolving to provide a tighter control over symptoms and disease progression. Current trend is introduction of disease modifying anti-rheumatoid drugs (DMARDs) at early stages. Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are two mechanistically different categories widely used in the management of RA where the first arrests the disease progression while the latter offers symptomatic relief. Present work aims at minimizing problems of slow onset and accumulation of HCQ in non-targeted sites and local gastric intolerance to NSAIDs by designing their mutual ester prodrugs. Synthesis of prodrugs was achieved by CDI coupling and structures were confirmed by IR, 1H-NMR, 13C-NMR, mass spectroscopy and elemental analysis. Prodrugs resisted hydrolysis in acidic environment of the stomach but exhibited significant release in small intestine. Upon oral administration of prodrugs to rats, 40.5-49% HCQ and 53.4-66.8% of NSAIDs were recovered in 8.5-10 h in blood. Urine and feces samples pooled over a period of 24 h exhibited 2.3-3.5% and 0.75-0.9% of HCQ, respectively, without any presence of intact prodrugs or NSAIDs. Prodrugs were pharmacologically evaluated for analgesic and anti-inflammatory activities using standard animal models. Among all, prodrugs of HCQ with licofelone (HL) and aceclofenac (HA) produced superior analgesia, improved weight gain, normalization of joint diameter/paw volume than HCQ and physical mixtures of HCQ and NSAIDs. Hematological and biochemical studies indicated significant step up in RBC, Hb, platelet count, total protein nutrient (TPN) levels and step down in WBC, serum glutamic-oxaloacetic transaminase (SGOT) and serum glutamic-pyruvic transaminase (SGPT) by the treatment with HL and HA. Through these novel codrugs, problems of slow onset and accumulation of HCQ in non-targeted sites and local gastric intolerance to NSAIDs were well addressed. These dual acting mutual prodrugs of two mechanistically different anti-arthritic agents could be explored further as promising strategy for effective management of RA.